
Middle and High School Art  – This is a course that introduces art through 

multi-media experiences.  We will come together and learn about art.  This class will be project-

based learning and will be taught in mirror image method.  Students will:  be taught how to find 

subjects, explore a variety of media and techniques, touch upon art history, build vocabulary, and 

create great art! Media and technique are the main focus of this art class.   Media will or may 

include but not be limited to: watercolor, scratchboard, tempera, origami, cutting projects, drawing, 

pastel, acrylic canvas painting, and pottery.   Projects aren’t repeated in subsequent or previous 

classes.  (I repeat NO REPEATS!) Students need to buy a sketchbook for this class, but all other 

materials will be included in the price for this class.  Students are invited and encouraged to 

participate in Artbuggy Studio’s Annual Art Exhibit which happens in April.  

Syllabus  

We will create the following and hit upon the following specific standards in art, but we 

will not be limited by this list � Some of these lessons may take 2 class periods (or more!) 

to complete.  We always have discussions about the artists and media in our lessons. We 

always use correct vocabulary for art.  We try to achieve quality work and not quantity of 

work.  Sometimes this list is, usually, over planned or we might change it due to interest of 

students.  Also, we might add projects if needed. This is because of our focus on quality 

over quantity approach, however, we always get a great body of work finished together!  

Homeschooling is fantastic like that! 

 

1.Students will often be given the opportunity to choose their own subject.  I will send an 

email when they have this opportunity.  The subjects should be well thought out and 

printed (a clear print) so they are easy to see and reproduce and brought to class.  If they 

choose to students can always use the subjects which I have picked for the class.  They 

may never sit without a subject, wishing they had chosen one, and not participate.  That is 

just a waste of time.  Anyway, I choose fabulous subjects!  Plus, it is more fun to work 

than to be idol. 

2.We will create simple linear perspective drawings in one point, two point, and three point 

perspective.    

3.We will learn about pen and ink! (Real pen holders, nibs, and ink wells) We will learn about 

value and textures that you can achieve with pen and ink.  Students will create pen and ink 

drawings.   

4.Paper Mache! We will create a paper mache LIZARD (I will give them more details in 

class and send it in email or artist’s choice)!!!  We will discuss and view examples of famous 

paper mache artists and paper mache technique! I am so excited about this project!!  It 

will take us 2 or even 3 weeks. 



5.ORIGAMI!! The Japanese art!  We will be creating origami whenever we have extra time.  

I do not believe in wasting time!  Origami is a geometry lesson disguised as ART!   

6.We will do HAMBURGER ART!  This is a project that I have put together because of a 

request from several of my STEM students!  We will create a collage from drawings, 

watercolor, marker, and even magazine clips or whatever we find.  We will look at collage 

artists AND food as a subject in art!  

7.Warhol – “Campbell’s Soup Can” homage in Tempera.  We will discuss pop art! (We got so 

busy that we didn’t make it to the Warhol project.  We will get it this time!) 

8.We will create a work of art by manipulating clay.  (a spoon rest with food safe glaze) 

We will use correct vocabulary to discuss what happens to clay when it is fired in a kiln and 

the drying process (plastic, leatherhard, greenware, bisque, and glazeware.  We will paint 

the clay sculpture.   

9.Acrylic Canvas painting!   

10.We will draw your pet!!   

11.We will share our subjects and drawings which we are working on in our sketchbooks.  I 

will give students a list of weekly projects that they are encouraged to complete.  It is not 

a necessary part of the class.  Practicing will increase skill level and cognitive 

understanding. 

12.We will have fun while creating fabulous art!   

11.Students are encouraged to participate in Artbuggy Studio’s Annual Art Exhibit, which 

happens in April.  

*High School Art students will be given supplemental learning material.  You may choose to do the work or not.  

This class is not dependent upon the completion of said materials.  Simply, it adds another dimension to the 

learning and makes the class a more complete account of a high school course. 

 

 

 


